ELITE OF THE SOVIET UNION
A Global War 1936-1945 Expansion (v1.2)

Historical Board Gaming is excited to present the Elite of the Soviet Union © (ESU) Expansion the
Soviet Guards Units (Guards) and the ‘Order of the Red Banner’ promotions in World War II.
Set Contents (43 markers) Order HERE
(30)

Guards Division Markers
are elite units and formations in the armed forces of the former Soviet
Union and currently in the armed forces of Belarus and Russia. These units were
awarded Guards status after distinguishing themselves in service, and are
considered to have elite status. The Guards designation originated during
the Great Patriotic War of 1941–45, its name coming from the Tsarist Imperial

Guard.

(10)

Order of the Red Banner (ORB) Markers
The Order was established on 16 September 1918, during the Russian Civil
War by decree of the All-Russian Central Executive Committee. It was the highest
award of Soviet Russia, subsequently the Soviet Union, until the Order of
Lenin was established in 1930. Recipients were recognised for extraordinary
heroism, dedication, and courage demonstrated on the battlefield.

(1)

For The Capture Of Berlin (COB) Marker
was a World War II campaign medal of the Soviet Union established on June 9,
1945 by decree of the Presidium of the Supreme Soviet of the USSR to satisfy the
petition of the People's Commissariat for Defense of the Soviet Union.

(2)

Guards Bomber Regiment Markers
are elite units and formations in the aviation forces of the former Soviet
Union and currently in the armed forces of Belarus and Russia. These units were
awarded Guards status after distinguishing themselves in service, and are
considered to have elite status.

Optional Unit (3D printed HERE at Shapeways)
(2)
3D printed Polikarpov Po-2 night bombers
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1.1 Overview
The Soviets suffered heavy casualties during the Winter Wars. Soviet’s disregard for human lives
and Finnish tactics in harsh terrain made a huge difference. The poor achievements of the Soviet
army in Finland convinced Hitler that the Soviet army was in no state to defend the USSR
efficiently. These historical circumstances are represented in this expansion by excluding Soviet
units from being promoted in originally Finnish land zones.
The USSR could award Guards status to units, that distinguished themselves in battle to boost
moral and create elite units. Besides other divisions, more than 120 infantry divisions alone were
given Guards status during the war.
Guards units were given more weapons of better quality, ammunition, and vehicles, than other
divisions. Guards divisions were sometimes reformed for various reasons. Some Guards units
knew multiple formations during the war.
These promotion rules replace the Soviet Union’s Guards Infantry rules in the Soviet Union Special
Ability section on the Soviet Union’s National Reference Sheet in the Global War 1936 rules.
1.2 Guards Statistics
Put the Guards Division markers in a cup that serves as a pool of markers from which you draw
markers for promotions as described below. Or put in the effort to award them from 1 to 30.

1.2.A Guards Divisions
Unit

Attack

Defense

Move

Guards Militia

2

3

1

Guards Infantry Division

3

5

1

Guards Airborne Brigades

3

3

1

Guards Cavalry Division

4

3

2

Guards Motorized Infantry Division

3

5

2

Guards Mechanized Infantry Division

4

5

2

Guards Artillery Units

4

4

1

Guards Tank Division (armor class)

+1

+1

2

Guards Bomber Regiment

+1

+1

same

If the unit is not listed in the above list, it gains a +1 Attack and Defense when promoted to Guards
Division.
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1.2.B Transport Priority
USSR receives 1 extra strategic rail movement within their home country per turn in addition to the
USSR Rail Capacity. However this extra strategic rail movement is exclusively for use by Guards
divisions.

2.1 Availability of Guards Divisions
The USSR can only promote units to Guards status if at war with a major power or during
Molotov-Ribbentrop Pact annexations (excluding Finland). USSR can only promote its own
units.
• For each annexed land zone (per Molotov-Ribbentrop Pact rules and excluding Finland) the
USSR player may promote 1 land unit to Guards status that participated in the annexation.
• For each Soviet home country land zone recaptured by USSR from an Enemy player and
each original KMT, CCP or Warlord land zone returned to CCP by capturing USSR units,
the USSR may promote 2 of its participating land units to Guards Division status. One of
these units must be an infantry class unit. If the recaptured home country land zone is a city
((semi) circular land zone), promote 1 participating infantry class unit to Guards Division
status and place one Guards Militia in this recaptured city at no cost.
• For each land zone the USSR captures (excluding Soviet home country and Finland), the
USSR may promote 2 participating infantry class units to Guards Division status.
2.2 Placement
All promotions are done immediately following the combat in which the promotion was earned.
When a unit is promoted to Guards Division status, place a Guards Division marker under it.
Guards units can also be promoted in the Order of the Red Banner and vice versa.
2.3 Elimination
If a Guards unit is destroyed, the Guards marker is taken off the board, and added to the pool of
markers. The marker may again be used to promote units to Guards status.
2.4 Upgrades
If you are playing with the Optional Rule ‘motorized upgrades’, USSR can purchase motorized
upgrades for Guards infantry Divisions.
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2.5 Guards Bomber Regiments
If Moscow is in possession of the USSR in the Place Units and Collect income Phase of
July 1941, place two Po-2 fighters with Guards bomber regiment marker beneath them in Moscow.
These have no cost and do not count against factory production limits. The marker can be
awarded to another bomber aircraft according to Guards rules if the initial Guards Bomber
Regiment unit is destroyed. Guards bombers other than the 2 free Po-2 units have to earn the
Guards marker by participating in a combat that results in the capture of a land zone.

2.6 Guards Bomber Regiment Po-2 (Optional unit)
Unit
Guards Bomber Po-2

Attack
3 (1)

Defense
3

(1)

Move

Cost

2

5*

*See (2.5)
Biplane: The Po-2 Guards Regiment must be the last aircraft chosen in combat. The Po-2 fighter
was used as a night bomber dropping bombs over the Axis units. Po-2 can do carpet bombing
(CB) runs instead of the fighter role. CB: 1D12 hits on a 1 (+1 if Guards). While Carpet Bombing it
can not be intercepted by enemy aircraft or be hit by AA. The USSR may purchase Po-2 fighters
starting july 1936 at 5 ipp each.
If you are not playing with this optional unit, the 2 Guards Bomber Regiment markers can be
placed under existing bomber units (tactical, medium, strategic or heavy bombers) instead of the 2
free Po-2 fighters in july 1941 if Moscow is Soviet Possessed. These bomber(s) need to be in
Moscow at the start of the turn. If one or both markers can not be placed, you can award them as
per 2.5.
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2.7 Urban Warfare
In Urban Warfare (defending cities), all Guards units present get target selection against land units
on a 1.

3.1 Availability
Besides the Guards promotion, land units (including Guards) can also be awarded The Order of
the Red Banner (ORB). The ORB is awarded to all USSR land units with an attack value that:
•
are part of a force that captures a Red City* (including red cities in Soviet home country) or,
•
are part of a force that captures a land zone (excluding Finland) that contains a Fortification
or,
•
to an air unit or submarine that scores the final hit on an Enemy capital ship. (Mind these
are exceptions to the land units only rule.)
•
are part of a force that captures a land zone that contains a land Fortification In all cases
promotions in Finland are not allowed.
*A Red City is any city name on the map written in red (London, Sofia, Leningrad and many
others). The (semi) circle land zones are only included if there is a Red City name printed in it.
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3.2 Placement
If conditions are met, place an Order of the Red Banner Marker under the unit(s) immediately after
combat is resolved. Each combat round units with an Order of the Red Banner Marker under it
reroll any misses once on 11-12. Any AA guns and fighters that are awarded the Order of the Red
Banner get target selection on rolling 1’s.
3.3 Elimination
Once a unit with the Order of the Red Banner is destroyed, the marker becomes available
again for promotion purposes.
3.4 Urban warfare
In Urban Warfare (defending Cities) Order oft he Red Banner units get target selection against
land units of 1.

4.1 The Winter War
If you are playing with the Winter War expansion, ski troops and aerosani units may be upgraded
to Guards status as well, but like other units cannot be promoted in originally Finish territories.
These units get +1 Attack and Defense.
4.2 Commanders
If you are playing with Commanders, the “For The Capture Of Berlin” marker may be placed under
one Soviet commander that modified 1 or more units that had a part in the capture of Berlin. That
Commander adds +2 to the Attack and Defense values of all land units he modifies (instead of +1)
during the first round of combat. Only once such Commander may be created per game.
4.3 Partisans
If playing with the Partisan expansion, USSR partisans can not be promoted to Guards Status or to
the Order of the Red Banner.
4.4 Elite Fighter Squadrons
If playing with Elite Fighter Squadrons, add the 2 Guards Regiment Bomber markers to the Elite
Fighter Squadrons pool of markers. If you draw a Guards Regiment Bomber marker, you may
place it under a free Po-2 fighter (or any bomber of your choice if not playing with the optional Po-2
fighters).
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Global War 1936-1945 - The Ultimate War Game
Welcome to the Global War game family. Global War is a
strategic level war game - one of the most heavily
supported and expanded games on the market. Visit our
website to see our full line of games, expansions, markers,
units and other accessories.
You can find Global War 1936-1945 here.
You can view our Global War expansion sets here.

You can view more Global War expansion sets here.
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